Abstract-Detecting faults and SLA violations in a timely manner is critical for telecom providers, in order to avoid loss in business, revenue and reputation. At the same time predicting SLA violations for user services in telecom environments is difficult, due to time-varying user demands and infrastructure load conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Next generation telecom services will execute on the telecom cloud, which combine the flexibility of today's computing clouds with the service quality of telecom systems. Real-time service assurance will become an integral part in transforming the general and flexible cloud into a robust and highly available cloud that can ensure low latency and agreed service quality to its customers.
A service assurance system for telecom services must be able to detect and preferably also predict problems that may violate the agreed service quality. This is a complex task already in legacy systems and will become even more challenging when executing the services in the cloud. Further, the service assurance system must be able to remedy, in real time, these problems once detected.
One promising approach to service assurance is based on machine learning, where the service quality and behavior is learned from observations of the system. The ambition is to do automated real-time predictions of the service quality in order to execute mitigation actions in a proactive manner.
Machine learning has been used in the past to build prediction models for service quality assurance. For example, predicting user application quality-of-service (QoS) parameters [1] [2], quality-of-experience (QoE) [3] , and anomalies for complex telecom environments [4] . The key idea is to use sample data for training a statistical model, which is then used for predictions of unseen data. This work contrasts from previous work in that it makes service quality predictions based on low-level device statistics, and that the model is allowed to learn new concepts from a stream of examples in real time.
This paper presents results from experiments using online machine learning where the aim is to predict service quality in terms of SLA fulfillment from system-level device statistics, see illustration in Figure 1 . Specifically, we experiment with a video-on-demand service (VoD) and try to predict, on the server side, whether the agreed service quality on the client side is violated or not (i.e., a binary classification problem). The service quality is dictated by a service level agreement, SLA, signed by the provider and the user. The online approach allows the prediction model to learn the behavior of the system as time progresses. In other words, the understanding of the system behavior is gradually improved as new data becomes available. This is referred to as incremental learning and it eliminates the need for an explicit offline phase to fully train the model before it can be used. Predicting the SLA fulfillment is one important tool for delivering high-quality services. The provider can take timely and faster actions based on predictive analysis compared to traditional slower and error prone customer support services.
In our previous work [1] we show that it is feasible to predict VoD service quality from system-level statistics. This paper extends our previous work by identifying limitations with the offline methodology and instead proposes and evaluates an online approach. Further, our previous work focuses on the regression problem while this paper specifically studies the SLA fulfillment classification problem.
In summary, this paper has the following main contributions:
-introduces an application agnostic approach for realtime prediction of SLA violations based on online machine learning;
-shows that accurate prediction of SLA violation can be achieved using online learning methods for a VoD service scenario;
-demonstrates that online learning methods significantly outperform offline learning methods in scenarios with concept drift.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II defines the problem. Section III discusses machine learning from streaming data. Section IV describes feature space and service quality metrics. Section V details the testbed setup. An extensive performance evaluation is conducted and discussed in Section VI. Conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. PROBLEM SETTING
The envisioned system consists of a set of servers connected to another set of clients over a network. Each client can access a VoD service running on the server side. Note that a similar setup was investigated in our previous work [1] [5] . However, compared to our previous work this setup assumes a stream of learning examples from at least one client in order to build an online service quality prediction model for the clients in real time. The experimental setup is visualized in Figure 2 . Device statistics X are collected at the server while the service is operational. In this setting, device statistics refer to system metrics on the operating-system level such as CPU utilization, the number of running processes, the rate of context switches and free memory. In contrast, service-level metrics Y on the client side refer to statistics on the application level such as the video frame rate. The metrics X and Y are fed in real time to the Service Predictor module.
The metrics X and Y evolve over time, influenced by the load on the server, operating system, and application load dynamics. Assuming a global clock, that can be read on both the client and the server, we can model the evolution of the metrics X and Y as time series {X t } t , {Y t } t and {(X t , Y t )} t . The assumption in [1] was that the metrics are drawn from a stationary and unknown distribution D. Under this assumption it was possible to create a prediction model M : X→Y using offline machine learning techniques.
However, the assumption of a stationary distribution is limiting and does not always hold in real-world scenarios. The underlying problem is often referred to as a concept drift. That is, instead of being stationary the distribution D evolves over time: {D 1 , D 2 , …, D t }. It implies the prediction system cannot rely on an initial model M throughout the service lifecycle without any changes. Rather, the model M has to be updated as new samples arrive. The prediction system will end up with an evolution of models {M t , t=1..T}. This puts new demands on the actual learning but also on how to build the actual system.
Note that we do not discuss the true origin or cause of the drifting distribution D; rather we observe problems when learning from one trace and predicting on a second trace and try to overcome that with online learning.
Assume that a service level agreement (SLA) has been defined and computed for the client side service metrics. The SLA at a given time can either be in a 'violated' or 'not violated' state based on the service metric values. That is, for each service metric Y t at time t we can compute an SLA t value.
The objective in this paper is to predict application level SLA conformance for clients based on X, under the assumption that the underlying distribution D may change over time.
Further note that we assume that the distribution D does not depend on the network or the client. In practical terms, this means that the network is lightly loaded. We are aware that such assumptions may not hold for real systems, and we plan on relaxing them in the future. Previous research has also shown how end-to-end network measurements can be used to predict client-side metrics [2] ; therefore, including this aspect would not necessarily add to the contributions of this work. Rather, we believe that this work complement already existing work on performance prediction in the management area.
III. LEARNING FROM HIGH SPEED DATA STREAMS
Data stream processing essentially differs from traditional data processing in that the statistical calculations need to be made using an infinite number of continuously arriving samples [6] . This restricts the number of available models to those that can be efficiently trained using a single pass over the data. The practical rational behind this is that data is generated with high velocity and in large volumes, limiting the storage and multi-pass processing.
Machine learning refers to the task of predicting unseen samples based on the currently available examples using statistical learning techniques. Predictions can broadly be categorized into a classification problem or regression problem [7] . In this paper we limit our study to classification problem, which contrasts to our previous work in [1] which studied a similar setup but for regression. Suitable online models for predictions should exhibit low prediction and learning latency, low overhead, and preferably also be interpretable (often refered to as a white box solution).
An inherent problem of real world data not always considered in theory is that of concept drift where the learned relation between independent and dependent variables changes over time. In terms of notations in this paper it simply means that the underlying and unknown distribution D, defined in the previous section, changes over time. To cope with such situations models need to be adaptive. This further motivates our preference for online models since models learned offline can quickly become outdated with degraded accuracy when handling evolving data streams [8] .
Online learning example.
Below we briefly describe the online machine learning methods used in this work.
Logistic regression [7] is a common method for solving classification problems. It specifies the log-odds posterior probability for the classes and takes positive or negative real numbers as input, while output values are either zero or one. It can hence be interpreted as the posterior probability of drawing a sample from the respective class. The coefficients of the model can efficiently be trained using stochastic gradient decent (SGD) which makes it suitable for online applications. In this paper we use Gradient Ascent Logistic Regression as an online methodology.
Another family of classifiers is decision trees, where the feature space is split into a set of regions based on one or more homogeneity criteria recursively until there is no more significant gain in terms of homogeneity of the members of each class. Some commonly used implementations of the decision trees are C4.5 [9] and CART [10] . The benefit of decision trees over linear methods is that they perform well even when the inherent relationship between the predictors and the response variable is non-linear. A non-parametric property means that no assumptions are made on the form or shape of the true underlying function. The cost of making a decision is dependent on the height of the tree which is logarithmic in the size of tree.
In this paper we specifically apply Very Fast Decision Tree (VFDT or Hoeffding Tree) [11] , an incremental learning algorithm for creating a decision tree in constant time per training sample (but proportional to the number of features). The algorithm applies the Hoeffding bound, which ensures that the constructed tree asymptotically does not differ from a tree constructed using conventional batch algorithm. The algorithm has a low memory and computational complexity requirements.
In general, for both offline and online versions, decision trees are flexible and have low bias but may lead to high variance in predictions in many cases. However, studies have shown that their effectiveness can be significantly increased when used as a base component for the ensembles such as bagging or random forest [7] . Our previous study [1] confirms these findings (for regression) where we found random forest to be the most consistent performer in different offline learning scenarios.
Due to this fact we also use a third online algorithm, the Online Accuracy Update Ensemble (OAUE) which is an ensemble method that combines batch learning with incremental classifiers to learn from data streams under concept-drift scenarios [12] . The algorithm relies on setting classifier weights according to some quality measure for predicting on a sliding window of training samples.
Most online methods handle concept drift by slowly learning the new relation with arrival of new samples. The new samples adapt the model and hence the model accuracy will increase over time. Concept drifts can also be handled explicitly by coupling any of the three learning algorithms mentioned above with change detecting algorithms such as Adwin [13] or Probabilistic Adaptive Window [14] . Here, we limit the study to the implicit concept drift handling, and rely on the online method to learn a new concept over time.
Actual selection of online machine learning algorithm and parameter tuning requires careful performance analysis of the algorithm characteristics with extensive experimentation in the relevant domain area. The aim of this paper is to show that online methods can tackle the problem of concept drifts, using the above algorithms as examples, rather than providing an exhaustive investigation to find the best algorithm.
IV. DEVICE STATISTICS AND SLA PREDICTION

A. Device Statistics
Device statistics, denoted as a feature matrix X, are defined as metrics obtained from the Linux kernel at the server side. Specifically, we utilize the System Activity Report (SAR), an open source Linux tool [15] reading data through the Linux process file system, to construct X SAR . Metrics are computed over a configurable interval which is set to 1 second. Based on X SAR we construct X by excluding non-numerical features and performing manual feature selection and aggregation operations. The resulting X contains 21 features (see Table I ).
This feature set is similar to the one that is gathered by various other monitoring tools such as Ceilometer for the compute nodes in OpenStack [16] . A small aggregated feature space containing only the key system metrics is critical for low-latency driven online learning on high speed data streams.
Note also that this reduced feature set approach is different from our previous work [1] where the feature space was comprised of raw kernel level and SAR metrics with limited preprocessing. There the size of the feature set was not an issue due to the offline methodology.
B. Service Quality Metrics and SLA Prediction Approach
A service level agreement (SLA) is the contract between a provider and its customers. It describes the promised qualityof-service, responsibilities and allowed divergences in terms of various metrics. An SLA may comprise of a set of service level objectives (SLO) which provide a way of measuring the service quality and associated thresholds.
In this paper, we specifically study a VoD service, realized by instrumented VLC [17] media player software, where the video is streamed from the server to the clients (see Figure 2) .
The service-quality metrics considered are measured on a client. During an experiment we capture the following two metrics which are used for the SLA computation.
Video frame rate (frames/sec): the number of displayed video frames per second (FPS); 2. Audio buffer rate (buffers/sec): the number of played audio buffers per second (ABS);
For the VoD service we construct an SLA based on two SLOs; namely the video frame rate denoted SLO FPS and the audio buffer rate denoted SLO ABS . The two SLOs are either in a violated state or in a non-violated state. The SLA is in violated state if any of these SLOs is violated:
where the SLO is violated if the corresponding metric value drops below a certain threshold.
Note that while in the evaluation of this paper we only focus on SLO FPS since it was shown to be more difficult to predict audio buffer rate using regression models in general, see previous results in [1] . This section describes the hardware and software setup, methodology to perform experiments, generate load and how to collect sample traces for model training.
A. The testbed
The testbed used for experimentation includes 60 rack based servers that are interconnected by Ethernet switches. The machine configuration is Dell PowerEdge R715 2U rack servers, 64 GB RAM, two 12-core AMD Opteron processors, 500 GB hard disk, and a 1Gb Ethernet network controller.
The basic setup for experimentation is shown in Figure 2 and includes three physical machines, namely, a server that provides the VoD service, a client that runs a VoD session, and a load generator that creates the aggregate demand of a set of VoD clients. All machines run Ubuntu 12.04 LTS, and their clocks are synchronized through NTP [18] .
The server machine runs one or more VLC servers (version 2.1.3). Each VLC server is configured for VoD service. It transcodes the video and audio data, and streams the results over the network to the VoD clients. The sensor on the server machine periodically reads out and stores the vector X SAR (SAR version 10.0.3) and a timestamp. Then X SAR is filtered and aggregated into an X trace file as described above.
The server machine is populated with the ten most popular YouTube videos from 2013. The client machine runs an instrumented VLC client, and a sensor extracts service-level events from it. At the start of every second, the sensor collects the events from the last second, computes the Y metrics, and writes them to the local Y trace file, together with a timestamp. The load generator machine dynamically spawns and terminates VLC clients, depending on the specific load pattern that is being executed during an experiment. Figure 2 also depicts how the samples can be distributed over the network for online learning. Training samples must be transferred from at least one client and also from the VoD Server Machine to the Service Predictor. Online predictions of the SLA are then performed.
At the beginning of a run, the VLC client sends a request for playing a specific video to a VLC server, which is selected uniformly at random among a pool of VLC servers. Once the video has played out, the VLC client sends a new request for the same video to a random VLC server. Also, at the beginning of the run, the load generator starts sending requests according to the selected load pattern, and the sensors on the server and client machines are initialized. Depending on the selected load pattern the utilization of the server machine can vary significantly.
B. The data set
As discussed in Section II, the main focus of this paper is to explore scenarios with a real or apparent drifting distribution D. The following paragraphs describe how a set of load traces are created.
Load traces are created via a load pattern generator that dynamically controls the number of currently active VoD sessions by spawning and terminating VLC clients (see Figure  2) . The following load traces [19] were generated:
Periodic T1 load trace: the load generator starts clients following a Poisson process with an arrival rate that starts at 30 clients/minute and changes using a sinusoid function with a period of 60 minutes and amplitude of 20 clients/minute. The load generator terminates a client after an exponentially distributed holding time with average of 1 minute.
Periodic T2 load trace: the same configuration parameters are used as for the Periodic T1, but this trace was executed at different point in time and with a slightly smaller duration of the total experiment run time.
Flash Crowd load trace: the load generator starts and terminates clients according to a flash-crowd model described in [20] . The creation of clients follows a Poisson process with an arrival rate that starts at 5 clients/minute and peaks at flash events, which are randomly created at a rate of 10 events/hour. At each flash event, the arrival rate linearly increases 10-fold to 50 clients/minute within one minute; it sustains this level for one minute, and then linearly decreases to 5 clients/minute within 4 minutes. The load generator terminates a client after an exponentially distributed holding time, 1 minute average.
The two periodic load traces are used to investigate the impact on model accuracy due to time differences between traces while the flash crowd trace is used to study accuracy originating from changing load scenario.
VI. EVALUATION
In this section, we describe the evaluation methodology, metrics for method comparison as well as a detailed set of results obtained both using offline and online methods.
In this evaluation, we address the following research questions:
1. What is the classification accuracy of an offline learning method applied to a specific load trace? How accurate is a model trained on one trace and evaluated on a different trace?
2. How does the classification accuracy of an offline method differ from that of an online method for traces with and without concept drift?
A. Evaluation Methodology
The main parts of the performance evaluation framework have been implemented in R. The RMOA library [21] has been used by interfacing R with the MOA stream mining system [22] to execute online learning. One baseline online method, gradient ascent logistic regression was evaluated in MATLAB.
The validation set approach [7] is used for evaluation of offline methods; 70% of samples in training set, 30% testing set. Note that offline models do not evolve with time. Hence, for evaluating concept drift scenarios, the offline model is first trained with data from one load trace and then tested on another load trace. This way it is possible to assess the impact of the concept drift on the model prediction accuracy.
The test-then-train approach with chunks is used for evaluating online learning methods [13] . The basic operation of this approach is to test and then train the model based on a stream of samples in a chunk. In this paper the chunk size is set to 10 samples. Further a bootstrap chunk of 500 samples is used to do the initial training. Other chunk and bootstrap sizes were also evaluated, but no significant difference in prediction accuracy was observed. However, note that a lower number than 500 bootstrap samples caused stability problems for ensemble learning methods in MOA.
To compare models we use the following traditional performance metrics: classification accuracy (CA), balanced accuracy (BA), true positive rate (TPR), true negative rate (TNR) and false alarm rate (FAR), calculated as follows:
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The classification accuracy metrics are calculated over either (1) an interval increasing proportional to the number of samples and (2) a sliding window with a fixed size. The interval accuracy shows the asymptotic behavior while the sliding window provides insights on the temporal aspects.
Three different representative offline methods have been used to evaluate offline prediction accuracy: batch logistic regression (standard R), decision trees ('Tree' package of R) and random forest ('RandomForest' package of R).
For the online counterparts of the offline methods we selected gradient ascent logistic regression as a substitute for batch logistic regression with a learning rate of 0.01. The number of gradient ascent iteration per chunk was set to 100.
The online version of decision trees used is the popular Hoeffding Tree implementation VFDT [11] . For VFDT we used the following parameter settings: adaptive Naive Bayes leaf predictions with a grace period of n min = 100, split confidence δ = 0.01 and tie-threshold τ i = 0.05.
For online ensemble we use the Online Accuracy Updated Ensemble (OAUE) algorithm [12] and Hoeffding Tree is used as the base learner, with a maximum of 100 trees.
B. SLO thresholds
To determine SLO thresholds, as discussed above, certain knowledge about the service metrics is required. Figure 3 shows a histogram of the video frame rate and audio buffer rate. Note that both audio and video are bimodal. Based on this we set the threshold SLO FPS = 20 and SLO ABS = 20. Both these values divide the two distributions into two regions with one mode in each region (violated and non-violated).
To validate the two regions we manually observed the video quality for frame rates above and below 20 FPS. A frame rate below 20 delivers a choppy video experience, and thus the service quality was considered as violated in this case. Note that the impact of SLO ABS threshold is currently being investigated. 
C. Evaluation Results
To answer the first research question we present experimental results from conducting offline learning for different load traces. The results are shown in Table II . The best results are highlighted for each load trace. Observe the high classification accuracy for all traces, and also note that the balanced accuracy numbers are close to the classification accuracy. This indicates that the classifiers perform well when predicting both negative and positive responses (i.e. violated and non-violated SLA).
Random forest has the highest performance (CA above 0.9) on all three load traces. However, using simple logistic regression and decision tree methods also provided decent performance (CA above 0.85). The results in Table II can be considered a baseline for a stationary scenario that the online learning can be compared to. Table III shows results when using online methods for doing prediction on the three load traces. The accuracy performance is quite high for all traces. In some cases the online classifiers actually perform slightly better than the offline equivalents, even if the results are not significant. Hence the impact of incremental learning is minimal in these scenarios. Note that OAUE shows the best performance for all three traces. Table IV we present results from model training using random forest on one trace and predictions on another trace. This is equivalent to a concept drift where the concept changes rapidly and hence corresponds to the second research question. The main takeaway is that doing predictions across traces introduce major challenges for offline methods. As can be seen from Table IV, the classification accuracy degradation is quite noticeable in many cases. A similar behavior can be observed for the other metrics as well. Specifically, when learning from Periodic T1 and testing on Periodic T2 the classification accuracy is no better than random guessing. Similar performance behavior was observed using the two other offline methods.
Next in
Some of these results are also visualized in Figure 4 to further highlight the limitations of the offline approach. The figures show the asymptotic and temporal classification accuracy obtained by training a random forest model on one trace and then evaluating the model on another trace in a streaming fashion. Low asymptotic classification accuracy is evident in the asymptotic plots while high variability is visible in the temporal plots.
The key question, to be discussed next, is whether online learning can do better. Figure 5 shows results from experimenting with OAUE (best classifier based on results in Table III) where two different load traces are concatenated into a single long load trace. Three traces are constructed: {Periodic T1, Periodic T2}, {Periodic T2, Periodic T1} and {Flash crowd, Periodic T2}. The points where a trace ends and another starts is marked with a vertical line in the plots.
For the three concatenated load traces OAUE shows high performance not only on the first part of the stream but it continues to show consistently high performance on the second part of the stream as well. This was certainly not the case for offline methods. It is also evident that OAUE can maintain high classification accuracy despite concept drifts introduced by the new load traces. It should also be noted that the variations in sliding window performance are lower than what was observed using random forest (shown in Figure 4 ).
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Online machine learning models can learn on-the-fly in a streaming fashion and evolve their understanding of the system behavior when presented with new examples. This is a great advantage since for many applications the required data samples may not yet exist or they may arrive continuously as a stream. Hence, the learning model must gradually evolve with new samples.
In this paper we describe an application agnostic approach for real-time prediction of SLA violations, experienced on the client side, based solely on device statistics analyzed at the server side. We evaluate this system using a video-on-demand service by extensive experimentation and creation of load traces. These traces are used for online and offline model training and prediction in presence of concept drift.
The evaluations show that (1) offline methods can be used for accurate prediction for a specific load trace. Prediction across load traces is however not reliable. (2) Online methods provide high classification accuracy not only for a specific load trace but also across traces. That is, the results in this paper show that it is possible to predict SLA violations with high accuracy even under non-steady conditions like continuously changing load patterns.
Furthermore, we found that the online methods gradient ascent logistic regression and Hoeffding Tree provide accurate classification, both for a single load trace but also across multiple load traces. However, the best method for the current use case and load scenarios considered in this paper is OAUE.
The results reported in this paper are based on measurements from a relatively simple testbed configuration. But we are currently performing experiments with a distributed VoD service on a backend cluster [5] . Our goal is to extend and validate the results in this paper for a multi-server, multi service cloud environment paving the way to engineer management functions that predict SLA violations in real time with high accuracy under dynamic conditions. 
